How to choose an urn in 4 simple steps

We understand that choosing a cremation urn might be an overwhelming decision. Here at OneWorld Memorials, our goal is to facilitate that process as much as we can. This simple guide will help you choose the perfect urn for your loved one.
I - How will the urn be used?

Perhaps the urn will be displayed in a home, placed in a columbarium niche, used for scattering over the ground or water. Perhaps you planned on burying the urn.

- **Home or niche**
  - Any urn size that meets the dimensions and the style needed.

- **Scatter**
  - Scattering tubes.
  - Fabric urns

- **Burial**
  - Biodegradable urns
  - Any urn plus an urn vault

II - What's the optimal size?

**Keepsakes/Mini urns**
Hold a very small portion of ashes. Ideal for sharing ashes among friends and family.

**Medium Urns**
Usually holds up to 125 Cubic Inches. Ideal for sharing.

**Adult size urns**
Standard size urn. Typically holds up to 200 cubic inches.

**Extra- Large urns**
Ideal for larger and taller individuals. Hold up to 320 cubic inches.

1 lbs. = 1 cubic inches
III - What's the ideal material

Perhaps the urn will be displayed in a home, placed in a columbarium niche, used for scattering over the ground or water. Perhaps you planned on burying the urn.

Permanent
- Metal (pewter, bronze, etc.)
- Stone (granite, marble, jade)
- Wood (etc.)

Temporary
- Paper
- Silk
- Lightweight aluminium etc.

Biodegradable
- Himalayan salt
- Mulberry Bark Paper
- Bamboo
- Sand etc.

IV - Make it special with engraving

Engraving gives you the opportunity to express thoughtful, funny, irreverent, or wise words that encapsulate a loved one’s personality or memory.

Engravable urns
Our dedicated team of artists will engrave each urn directly with care.

Non-Engravable urns
An engraved metal pendant on a ribbon or chain can be placed around the neck of the urn.

For further assistance check out our Planning Guides section or e-mail us at hello@oneworldmemorials.com
- You can also call us at 651 493-9105 / 844 671-9744